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innocence and sophistication which is th e essen ce of "Olioerl's" art, 

but hardly one has com e close. That is why ichen you see "Olive!'!" it 

is Oil experie nce unlike anu other. Th ere teas I/O pre cedent for "Olioer!" 

B efore it Charles Dick ens Il.'(/S thouqlit one of history's great icriters 

of classics, but som eone to be releqated to clussroom and libraru. 

Throuqh sh eer yellills, icithoui tamperinq icitli th e ntooiiu] hon esty 

of th e source nuitcria], Lionel Ba rt took "Olioer Ticist" and rcndered 

an interpretation ofit in terms of modern III usical theater ichich sp eaks 

vibrantly, yet faithfully, to today's world. A «trikiiu) ente rtainment 

utilizing song and dance, comedy and poignance, spectacle and beauty, 

it offers a new vision by which "Oliuer!"[ulfills and enhances every

thing Dickens had in mind. 







As in virtually all of the g-reat stories which last, 
love is at the core of "Olive!'!" Its theme is the 
search for love. That is little Olivers search from 
the very beginning, and even though it is punc
tuated with a great variety of stunning musical 
sequences the main dramatic line is never lost on 
the turbulent way to a gloriously happy ending as 
golden in spirit as the color of the little boy's hair. 

It is in the workhouse of the orphanage where 
we first meet angel-faced, sweet-voiced Oliver. 
At nine, we sense at once that he is unlike the 
other children. And that he will speak for the 
author-for Dickens himself-of the hypocrisy of 
an era in 19th century England when the innocent 
went hungry amid a time of bawdy opulent life 
for the privileged. In many ways it can now be 
argued that it was Dickens who helped to correct 
an evil. "Oliverl" is the radiant, happy, exciting 
account of that change. 

"Food. glon'ous food!
 

Hot sausage and musturtl!"
 

That's the exuberant, happy-go-lucky song the 
boys sing as they march to take their places at 
the workhouse tables. They are in the mood for 
all sorts of marvelous food- cold jelly and custard, 
a great big steak. But all they get are small bowls 
of porridge! The irony of the musical number, the 
boys marching past the overfed governors of the 
institution enjoying a feast, is climaxed by the 
unheard-of audacity of little Oliver, It can be 
said, as has been true of literature at many times 
in the past, that one line changed the world. In a 
quavering voice, innocent little Oliver asks the 
unthinkable. He says, "Please, sir-I want some 
more." 

One can now look back on this as one of those 
moments that shook the world, the point at which 
authority was challenged and, though it could not 
be known at the time, a force was set in motion 
which would grow and grow until it toppled insti
tutions and introduced reforms which came to 
reflect a new world. 

But that is the long range. In "Oliver!" all it 
does is start the boy on a merry chase . Mr. Bum
ble, the thunderous guardian of the workhouse, 





sets out in pursuit of the boy-to the rollicking 
title song, "Oliver!"-and once he is captured it is 
Mr. Bumble who sets out in the snowy, Christ
massy streets of old London town to apprentice 
young Oliver Twist to a merchant. 

"One boy.
 
Boy for sale.
 
Re's going cheap;
 

Only seven guineas.
 
That 01' thereabout... "
 

The image, like so many of Dickens', endures. 
And so does the song of Lionel Bart's: at once as 
beautiful as a Christmas card, as sadly poignant 
as an elegy. 

Oliver does not find love with Mr. Sowerberry, 
to whom he is apprenticed, and his family. He is 
ill-treated by the Sowerberrys, bullied by their 
older hired hand, Noah Claypole. Locked in the 
below-stairs workshop of the Sowerberry estab
lishment, Oliver sings: 

..WheTe is love?
 

Does it fail fT01n skies above ?...
 
Who can say where love mc'lY hide?
 
Must I trauel fer and wide?"
 

This song contains the soul of a boy who dreams 
of finding someone to whom he can mean "some
thing." That "something" is love and it is the 
theme of Lionel Barts masterpiece. This is the 
moment which inspires little Olivers escape. The 
Odyssey of "Oliver!" is now begun. 'When little 
Oliver pries himself out from behind the bars of 
his prison, all life awaits him. Call it myth; call it 
fancy. By now it is a legend. The adventure of 
little Oliver Twist in the outside world transports 
not only the boy, but the imagination of all who 
cheer him on. 



II.
 

Olivers first look at London-the London of the 
brawling, sprawling market streets of that age

is overwhelming. The people, the shops, the 
horse-and-carriages, all of it is breathtaking 

enough-and then little Oliver sees in the dis
tance a bright red train spouting steam as it 
crosses a railway bridge. The boy hardly knows 
which way to look, but, as it happens, there's 

another boy who has his eye on Oliver. He's The 
Artful Dodger, and he's a little older, far cockier, 
and very sure of himself-so long as there's no 
policeman around. You see, The Dodger is the 

ringleader of a gang of boy thieves run by that 
old wizard of pickpocketry, Fagin, 

The Dodger sizes up the situation. A bewil
dered, runaway orphan like Oliver would be per
fect for Fagin's gang. The Dodger presents him
self as a kind of "tour guide" and before he knows 
it Oliver and The Dodger have embarked on a 
dancing tour of the Dickens world of meat dealers, 
fishmongers, news hawkers, shop keepers and 
just about every segment of the street life of a 
great city, not forgetting a carnival which has 
come to town, fire eaters and all, and always 
keeping a wary eye out for the policemen who 
seem to dance by at every wrong moment. 

The Artful Dodger has his motive: he's recruit
ing for Fagin. But for Oliver it's a taste of belong

ing he never had before. When the cavorting 
crowd sings: 

"Consider yourselfat home,
 
Consider yourselfone of the family"
 

it's clear to Oliver they are singing to him. And 
when The Dodger sings: 

"I've taken to you so stronq,
 
It's clear we're going to get along."
 

Oliver realizes that he is being invited to become 
a part of something and to share equally what
ever there is, however little. For the first time in 

his young life, he belongs to someone. 
Little wonder that when his ever artful com

panion suggests he go home with him to Fagiris 







("] know a nice old gentleman what'll give you 
lodgings...") Oliver is quick to agree. The ringing 
words of the song are to him raptures of love: 

"Consider yourself
 

One ofus. "
 

* 

It is hard to describe Fagin's kitchen as home. 
This is where Fagins boys live, and this is where 
the straggly, suspicious and curiously lovable 
old rascal runs his crime school. When we, and 
Oliver, first see old Fagin he steps out of the 
smoke engulfing his fireplace and at the end of a 

BLOOMSBURY (left) 

There are two uiorlds of "Oliuerl't-sone, the 

more familial', the dark world of Dickens, the 
other light, siru, and elegant-the world little 

Oliver never k710WS until he is rescued by Mr. 
Broumloui end gets his first taste of Bloomsbury. 

The musical number, "Who Will Buy?", is the 

setting for this unforqettsble bous-eue-vieio of 
London coming to life on the dawn ofu new day: 
flower seller'S,knife grinders, milkmaids, children 

off to school, soldiers end sailors, trtulesmen and 

road sweeps, merchants and bekerbous, window 
cleaners and dusimaids. 

long pitchfork is one of the sausages he's cooking 
for his charges. Before he knows it, Oliver is be
ing instructed in his first lesson: 

"In this We, one thing counts,
 

In the bunk, large amounts!
 

I'm efrsid these don't grow on trees,
 
You've got to pick a pocket or two, "
 

Oliver is a quick study. And the old man takes to 
him. But not without his usual skepticism. Fagin 
usually confides only to his constant companion, 
a wise old owl, about the treasure stored in his 
strong-box, When by chance Oliver sees Fagin at 
his "count-up," at first the old man is startled and 
fearful. But he mellows. Maybe this nice young 
boy will take care of him in his old age. The story 
of "Oliver!" is not merely the boy's search for 
love and identity, it is the old man's too. 

The scene moves to The Three Cripples, the 
raffish dockside inn where we meet the good
hearted, good-time girl Nancy and the ominous, 
menacing man she loves, the evil Bill Sikes. 
Nancy happily leads the crowd in a song about 
how she loves her rough, chancy life as long as 
she has someone to love: 

"You forget your cares and strife,
 

Let the prudes look down on us,
 

Let the wide ioorld froum on us,
 
It's a fine.fine, hfe!"
 



Bill and Nan cy are in league with Fagin. Nancy 

takes to littl e Oliver at once, but it is to be 
ano ther story with Sikes . For the momen t all is 

well. and Oliver joins in when Fagin and the 

boys, led by Th e Ar tful Dodger, sing t he ir affec

t ion to Nancy : 

"I'd do anything for you, dear. any thing,
 
For you mean everything to me ... "
 

It's a happ y household when F agin sends his 
brood off to work in th e morning. As he points 

th e way down the rickety stairs. as off to work 

they go. Fagin sings after th em : 

"Fare thee we ll, but be back soon
 
Who can tell where danger 's lurk ing ?
 

Do not forget this tun e,
 
Be back soon. "
 

Fagin s premonition th at danger lurks is well 
founded. It is Oliver's fir st robbing mission, and 
he is caught , even though it was Dodger and 
another of th e boys , Char lie Bates . wno sto le Mr. 

Brownlows wallet. But Oliver, standing by. is 

appreh ended . It is Oliver who 1S to be tried be

fore t he Magistrate. And it is Mr. Brown low, the 
vict im. who rescues Oliver, He recognizes some
thing in Oliver he cannot put his finger on. In his 
custody, Mr. Brownlow has Olive r se t fr ee. But 

lurking- in the shadows are Fagin and his crew; 
they know if Oliver blabs, the game is up for 

them. 

Ill. 

It is the dawn of another new day in little Olivers 
life. Mr. Bro wnlow lives in Bloomsbury. 'I'ho 

house is bea utiful, the bed soft. the linen pure. 

As he steps out the glass door to the balcony 
lead ing off his hed room, London comes to life in 
the morning: an elegan t London he never saw 

before. The flower girl beneath his window, the 

fr uit seller. the kni fe grinde r, at last the groups 

of workers and school-childre n and t radespeople 
- finally even a small regimen t marches by

"Who will buy this wonderful morning ?
 
Suc h a sky you neuer did see!"
 

A happy Oliver thinks he has the world wrapped 

in a ribhon but this touch of pa radise is not to 





last. He is spirited away by Bill and a reluctant 
Nancy, She knows exactly why she does what
ever Bill tells her to: 

"As long as he needs me

Oh, yes, he does need me

In spite ofwhat you see,
 
I'm sure that he needs me. "
 

But she can't help herself. Her fear that Oliver at 
liberty can incriminate her Bill is too strong. 
They seize Oliver and bring him back to Fagins 
den where the old master and the boys provide 
an ironic welcome back. Fagin seems to show a 
touch of remorse as he suggests that he may have 

a heart after all: 

THE MARK E T S T RE ET S (overleaf) 

The /hree hundred and fifty men who constructed 
the set of London's market streets in which 
"Consider Yourself" is performed came to be 
knoum. as "Box's Army" as they carried out the 
orders ofproduction designer John Box. For the 
construction of the market streets they con
sum ed 1,000 gallons of paint of mixed colors, 10 
tons of nails and screws, 100 tons of plaster; 110 
tons ofscaffolding (6'O0 f eet of tubular scaffolding 

to the ton), 350 tons ofqruue! lfor paving roads], 
10,000 cobbles/one slubs (for dressing paved 
rotuls to look like the 19th century). 

"And though I'd be the first one to say 
that I wasn 't a saint-

I'm finding it hard to be reullu as black 
as they point.: 

I'm re viewing the situation 
Can u felloio be a villain a.1L his life?" 

Meanwhile Mr. Brownlow has made contact with 
the workhouse from which Oliver first emerged. 
From the wife of Mr. Bumble, a locket reveals 
that Oliver's mother who died in childbirth and 

the painting of Mr. Brownlow's niece which 
puzzled the old man because it looked so familiar 
-looked in fact like Oliver-are one and the 
same. Now, more than ever, Oliver must be 

rescued. 
But it is Nancy who sees what she must do. 

She visits Mr. Brownlow, torn between her love 
for Bill and her wish to restore Oliver to his new 
life. She agrees to deliver the boy to Mr. Brown
low on London Bridge. 

That night, under the cover of the joyful and 
raucous singing of "Oom-Pah-Pah" at The Three 

Cripples, Nancy steals Oliver away on the pre
text that she is taking him home; instead she 
takes him to London Bridge. But Sikes follows 
her, thinks she is planning to betray him, and 
kills her. Bill takes Oliver as his hostage to make 
his getaway across the rooftops of London. Mr. 
Brownlow and a mob follow in a torchlight parade 
led by Bill's faithful Bullseye, and when the dog 
sights his master, Bill's time is running out. 









If there was one first principle to govern all those 
entrusted with bringing Lionel Bart's "Oliver!" 
to its definitive production on the screen-where 
filmperpetuates it not merely for today's audience 
but for your children and even your children's 
children - it is that they must preserve that special 
blend of innocence and sophistication which is 
"Oliverl's'' unique charm. 

This was clear to the producer, John Woolf, 
from the outset, and it was the viewpoint which 
came to be shared by his director, Sir Carol Reed; 
by Onna White, who created the choreography 
and musical numbers; by John Green, who super
vised, arranged and directed the music; by the 
production designer, ,John Box; the director of 
photography, Ossie Morris; and, from top to bot
tom, by the cast. 

This unifying style made the production of 
"Oliver!" both absurdly easy and astonishingly 
difficult. Easy because there was never any doubt 
about what to do. No short-cuts were to be em
ployed. And difficult because doing it without 
short-cuts is always doing it the hard way. 

Oliver is an innocent lad of nine years. The 
London streets of the 19th century which he is 
seeing for the first time cannot be somebody's 
contemporary idea of what they were like, nor can 
they simply reflect a yesteryear drawing. To re
flect that boyish innocence, they must be the 
dreams of a child of the time: overwhelmingly 
real, incredibly detailed. To designer John Box 
and his hundreds of technicians went the task. 

But at the same time this is not simply "Oliver 
Twist." This is "Oliver!," far more than a realistic 
story, larger than life and an impression of life 

within the unharnessed imagination of modern 
musical theater. The instant that in the telling of 
a perfectly valid story you insert into the flow of 
that story music, song and dance, you are con
fronted with a sophistication that subtly alters all 
the dramatic rules. To choreographer Onna White 
and her team this challenge was first addressed. 

Producer John Woolf had this vision from the 
time Lionel Bart's "Oliver!" came into being at 
London's New Theatre on July 1, 1960. He shared 
it with his brother, James Woolf, also his partner 
in the production company, Romulus Films . They 
knew that they were determined one day to make 
a motion picture of "Oliver!" But this was not 
possible during the long years of its success on 
stage. The original run in London stretched on 
for six years, production by David Merrick in 
America in 1962, the Broadway run which began 
January 6,1963 and the subsequent tour through
out the United States embraced a four year course. 
At the same time "Oliver!" was produced wher
ever English is spoken, and in many countries 
where it is not-for instance, most recently in 
Japan. 

By the mid-sixties, when the end of the lengthy 
runs on stage could be sighted and the film pro
duction embarked upon, tragedy struck in the 
sudden death of James Woolf. Now on his own, 
John Woolf was more determined than ever to 
oversee the fulfillment of a dream, the perpetua
tion of "Oliver!" through the definitive, timeless 
medium of the screen. With Columbia Pictures 
as his partner for world-wide distribution, work 
began. 

Now that "Oliver!" had international renown, 



and was beloved by audiences around the world, 
the responsibility of those who would film it could 
only increase. Starting out with the certainty that 
nothing must tamper with the intangibles of art 
that make some shows memorable, when so many 
others are not, there was at the same time an ob
ligation to take advantage of the far broader hori
zons of film-in Panavision, Technicolor and with 
the multi-tracks of stereophonic sound-in order 

to make this "Oliver!" an "Oliver!" the world had 
never seen before: the ultimate, enduring 
"Oliver!" 

During the year before a single camera turned, 
"Oliver!" was made ready. John Woolf had decided 
the film must be made in England because the 
story, so indigenously English, demanded it even 
though its universality had spread across the 
globe. This was, after all, to be the true "Oliver!" 
Remote corners of 19th century England could 
still be found in the streets of London, but the 
complexity of the story, let alone the scientific 
wonders that go into the filming and recording of 
the modern musical, required that it be filmed 
within a studio. 

The team gathered. Sir Carol Reed was to be 
director. One of the eminences of film directorial 
achievement, Sir Carol was an assurance that all 
that was valid and sturdy about the underpinning 
of "Oliver!" would be honored . This would be a 
musical film which would protect the values of 
Dickens'"Oliver Twist'' justasguardedly as Lionel 
Bart had done when he first wrote "Oliver!" Onna 
White was to be choreographer. That was a guar
antee that the film "Oliver !" would be a dancing 
musical, a musical of vitality and movement, in 
which dance played the major role it has come to 
play in all of the great modern musicals from 
"Oklahoma!" to "West Side Story." 

The internationalization of the team mounted, 
drawing on the best talent of each sphere, Sir 
Carol, the foremost director in film drama in Eng
land-and with a special penchant for stories in
volving children. Broadway's supreme choreog
rapherofrecentyears-Onna White , with a string 

of hits from "The Music Man" to "Mame.' Holly
wood's four-time Academy Award Winner John 
Green, a rarity in that he is as esteemed a music 
man in the popular world as a music master in the 
classical, to be the film's music director. 

This "Oliver!" would respect its source, but it 
would not be static. It would not be intimidated. 
It would not mishandle the glories it inherited, 
yet it would present a view no eye had seen be
fore. For this two more men were needed. John 
Box would produce an image of production design 
within which all the worlds could converge-that 
of the true Dickens, with its own duality of ele
gance and gloom; and that of musical comedy, in 
which song and dance expand the limits of the 
imagination to provide audiences with the full 
vigor and freedom of the most popular form of 
entertainment in this century. And Ossie Morris 
would be director of photography, . the man to 
capture on the film itself the demands and vision 
of all the rest. 

Now it is only six months before the cameras 
turn. The casting must be finalized. It is the con
viction of the creators of the film that each role 
must be cast properly without regard for who 
was famous, who not. Nobody could be more fa
mous than the characters of the work - Fagin , 
Nancy, Bill Sikes, little Oliver himself, The Artful 
Dodger have been "stars" of literature from the 
day Dickens wrote them. The relevant thing was 
that each must be performed now by the right 
player. 

Fagins would come and go in the productions of 
"Oliver!" on the stages of the world. But none 
ever eclipsed the impact of the first Fagin. There
fore, Ron Moody, the Fagin of December 1, 1960, 
immortalizes the role in the film. Many girls 
wanted to play Nancy. Shani Wallis, a star on the 
stage in London and on television and in night 
clubs in America but never before a film star, 
proved by a test for the part that indisputably 
she was born to be Nancy, Oliver Reed and Harry 
Secombe seemed to carry the very badges of 
identity on their persons- they are, respectively, 



Bill Sikes and Mr. Bumble. Harder to come by 

were the children. Thousands scrambled to play 
Oliver: Mark Lester, who won out, had both the 

perfect "look" and film experience belying his 

years to.offer..Jack Wild, who had played one of 
the boys in Fagin's gang on the stage, had been 

too little then to play The Artful Dodger; older 

now, the film Iulfills that aspiration. 

As the first day of filming approached -.June 
23, 1967-it seemed to John Woolf and his col
leagues that "Oliver!" was a bigger project yet 

than they had figured it to be. All had known that 

it was the biggest musical film ever to be launched 

in England. For this reason equipment had been 

imported from Hollywood to assure the same 
facility for the making of musicals which has long 

existed in that domain. Still newer models and 

techniques for the recording and reproduction of 

sound were manufactured in America and sent to 
Shepperton Studios for "Oliver!" so that in actu
ality the film enjoyed the use of the ultimate sci

entific developments. 

But now suddenly it seemed that "Oliver!" was 

more than one film, suspiciously more like three 
films in one . John Box's image of Dickensian Lon
don had been recreated so authentically, lit erally 
and in such detail that it covered as many as six 

of the studio sound stages and all of a vast backlot 

acreage where two whole complexes of 19th cen
tury London life, one rich, the other poor, were 
erected. And because this "Oliver!" was a musical, 

within which in the course of any single dance 

number the movement of the cast could change 

sets a dozen times, all of these creations of John 
Box, which looked so formidably solid, were in 
fact adaptable to overnight alteration. 

As one wandered around the production of 
"Oliver!" it bore out the delusion that it was three 

films in one. On one stage Sir Carol Reed was 

directing Oliver Reed, Shani Wallis and other 

actors in an interior dramatic scene. On another, 
exterior set on the backlot, Onna White was lead
ing hundreds of chorus girls and chorus boys 

through a rehearsal of one of the big musical 

spectaculars, "Consider Yourself." At the same 

time, John Green was on the recording stage con

ducting no musicians. and a vocal chorus, in a 
recording of "Who Will Buy'?" Meanwhile, a few 

doors away Ron Moody was working out with an 

assistant choreographer, Tommy Panko, the 
intricate steps for "You've Got to Pick a Pocket 

or Two': while in the Fagin's den set where it 

would be filmed another assistant, Larry Oakes, 
was working with the 15 boys who play the 'dead 

end kids' of Fagin's day their dance patterns for 

"I'eI Do Anything." Mark Lester, little Oliver 

himself, is in this number but at the moment a 
stand-in is being used while little Mark has been 

taken by his chaperone to the stage where Sir 
Carol is directing the dramatic scene; he's in that, 

too. And little Jack Wild, The Artful Dodger, is 

also in two places at once - but he being older 

rides his own bike around the studio to try to 
keep up. 

On a given day, Shani Wallis found herself 

divided thusly: in make-up by 8.30 in the morning 



for a dramatic scene with Oliver Reed. A dance 
limbering-up at 11, and a recording conference at 
noon. After lunch, a recording session with John 
Green, followed by the shooting of a portion of 
"I'd Do Anything" with Ron Moody and the kids. 
In the evening, rehearsals for her big song, "As 
Long As He Needs Me." 

For anyone of the key figures, the complexity 
of "Oliver!" was to be found in components like 
these. But for hundreds of others-actors and 
dancers, singers and musicians, engineers and 
construction men-it was the sheer size of the 
venture which was staggering, that and the never
forgotten race against weather and time. 

When production started, at the beginning of 
summer, it was essential to film as quickly as 
possible everything to be shot out-of-doors. At 
the very time that the complicated, and radiantly 
beautiful, "Who Will Buy?" number was being 
filmed under the bright sun of summer, workmen 
a block away were readying the market streets 
of London town for "Consider Yourself," when 
the clouds of autumn would assist the feeling of 
the dark side of Dickens' London. And when the 
skies looked right, and it fitted the highly sche
matic schedules of everybody involved, every
thing else stopped while for a week it became 
Christmas in July for the filming of "Boy For 
Sale" in which Harry Secombe leads Mark Lester 
through the snowy streets of blizzard-bedecked 
London singing that haunting chant. 

There were other lookout points. Summer was 

prime time for using the hundreds of children 

who work in the film at one time or another. In 
the opening scenes of the film-in the work
house-seventy children, none older than nine, 
must perform with the precision of Rockettes 
two musical numbers, "Food, Glorious Food" and 
the title song "Oliver!" These had to be filmed 
first, while the children were out of school. Yes, 
the production would provide schooling all year 
long for the dozens of other, older children who 
would appear all through the film-and of course 
for Mark Lester and Jack Wild, the stars-hut 
all resources must end somewhere. 

In a strange way "Oliver!" grew in flexihility 
in inverse ratio to its size. Perhaps it was hecause 
of the warmth all felt for the project, perhaps be
cause of the co-operation all these supremely pro
fessional, talented people gave each other. Good 
generalship, as John Woolf later attested, con
sists in good measure of luck. Luck ran his way, 
and "Oliverl," to the expressed satisfaction of 
those closest to it, was completed early in 19t)8, 
amazingly close to its predicted time. 

But one must wonder if the overriding explana
tion didn't lie in two other things. First, in the 
producer's selection of his team, chosen without 
prejudice to anything but ability. And second, in 
the loyalty to a first concept and a first instinct
preserve what has already proven itself to the 
world, then open its horizons to the limitless re
sources of the screen. This has been done. It is of 
interest to audiences how forces were marshalled 
to fulfill such an ideal, but what is more important 
still is the fulfillmcnt itself. 



In 1960Lionel Bart opened the door to a new world, the 
world of "Oliver!" As its author-that rarity, the triple
threat creator who writes music, lyrics and book of a 
musical-it was Bart who unlocked Charles. Dickens 
from the storehouse and translated his treasures to a 
modern idiom. 

What Bart sensed is that there was a built-in theatri
calism in all the works of Charles Dickens, a would-be 
playwright himself. His images were cinematic before 
there was a cinema. As a result those images have be
come part of the common language-all the murky. nar
row, gas-lit streets; those cozy indoor jollifications over 
roast goose and plum pudding: the unmistakable atmos
phere of the snow-blown "ideal" Christmas, all reflec
tions of a literary intelligence which still glows warmly 
today. Perhaps it was something intuitive that caused 
Lionel Bart to sense the wisdom and sheer theatrical 

Vernon Harris, who wrote the screenplay for "Oliver!" 
was an actor for many years before turning to screen
writing. In fact, in 1929, he acted in a stage production 
of "Oliver Twist," playing the role of Mr. Brownlow. He 
started writing screenplays in 1936. In 19:39 he also 
became a radio producer for the BBC. In 1951, he col
laborated on the screenplay of "Emergency Call" with 
Lewis Gilbert and thus began a long association with the 

L10NEL BART 
Composer. Lyricist and 
Librettist 

force of wedding this inheritance to the contemporary 
zest of the musical form, which in turn has triggered the 
film version which is now a permanent record of"Oliver!" 
Be that as it may, the very elaborateness of Dickens' 
well-woven plots, filled as they are with the mystery 
and suspense of all good theatrical pieces, lends itself to 
the complex world of today's musical. 

Starting out with material which is authentic, Dickens 
wove an exciting, largely autobiographical chronicle of 
events true to life but crying out for expression in a 
form even larger than life. His writer's art provided 
some of the size, then enlarged by the imagination and 
talent of Lionel Bart, now enhanced once again by the 
powerful new ingredients of dance and spectacle which 
the film-makers have added to song and s tory. It is safe 
to predict that London , from its underworld to its roof
tops, will never be the same again. 

writer-director-producer, Together they worked on 16 
films, among them "Reach for the Sky," "The Admirable 
Crichton," "Albert, R.N.," "Carve Her Name With 
Pride" and "The Sea Shall Not Have Them." "Oliver!" is 
his second musical film. The first was "Born To Sing," 
the Walt Disney film about the Vienna Boys Choir. 
Harris is married and has two daughters. The family 
lives in a converted stables 25 miles from London. 

VERNON HARRIS 
Screen W1"/'ter 



RON MOODY 
Faqin 

The film version of"Oliver!" has one major contact with the original stage 
production, and that is the presence in the leading role of Fagin of the man 
who created the role in Lionel Bart's musical-Ron Moody. Acclaimed and 
overnight elevated to the ranks of stardom by his success, Moody could 
have made a career of Fagin. Instead, he chose not to, played the role for 
only one year (of its six year run) in London, refused to star in it on 
Broadway. 

Ron Moody's first love was writing, and he took years off from per
forming to fulfil! that ambition. His idol is Bernard Shaw, and it is to emu
late Shaw as social satirist and parodist that Moody aspires. It is the good 
fortune of "Oliver!"-and of Ron Moody as well-that the years since his 
original success had built into legend accounts of how memorably good he 
was in the part of Fagin. At the same time the fact that he had not played 
it for a very long time gave him a vital freshness for the film which was 
invaluable. Thus both star and producers were gratified to immortalize 
Ron Moody'sFagin on film. Though many a star wanted the part, the film's 
producers always thought him the first and ideal choice. 

In recent years Ron Moody wrote one vehicle for himself, a musical 
about the clown Grimaldi, "Joey Joey," but like many a clown's story it 
came to a sad conclusion. He has also appeared in revue, and in lesser film 
roles. "Oliver!" offers Ron Moody a reprise of his great initial triumph, 
and audiences the world over, the man who was born to play the part. 



OLlVER REED 
Bill Sikes 

One of the emphatic new screen stars 

to have flash ed across the sc reens of 

the world in the re cent wave sent forth 

by England, Oliver Reed has the look 

and manner of menace for which the 

part yearns. He was th e instant choice 

of the producer, John Woolf, who did 

not have a difficult time convincing the 

director, Sir Carol Reed, who happens 

to be Oliver Reed's uncl e. 

A young veteran of films-who 

worked his way up methodically from 

th e role of 'crowd artist' (bit player) to 

horror film star i-Oliver Reed emerged 

to incipient stardom when "The Girl 
Getters" brought him to sharp critical 

attention. Another film, "The Jokers," 

reinforced first impressions-and Oliver 

Reed was on his way. Th e same director 
Michael Winner, featured Oliver Reed 

and Orson Welle s in "I'll Never Forget 

What's 'is Name." By now both Univer

sal and Paramount had sign ed Olive r to 

long-term pict ure contract s , bu t it 

rem ained for Columbia's "Oliver !" to 

snag Oliver for his firs t s tar role in a 

big film. 

Olive r Reed has also star red in Ken 

R usse ll's impressionistic t elevision 

biographies of Debussy and th e Pre

R aphae lite Ross tti. F ilm and television 
are t he modern media which appeal to 

Oliver; the theater does not. But then 

a tors as a bree d don't hav e much ap

peal for the star. "When acto rs get to

ge ther in groups of more than two or 

t hree t h y ta lk only about the par ts 

th ey have had , the par ts t hey have los t . 

Actors bore me." 



•
 

SHANI WALLlS 
Nancu 

An international star, Shani Wallis is the English girl who had moved to 
America only to get the call for her first starring role in a motion picture
to be made in England, of course. Shani seemed fated to this dual Angle
American identity from the very beginning of her career, when her first 
major break in London came in British reproductions of Broadway stage 
hits. By the time she had appeared in "Call Me Madam," "Bells Are Ring
ing," and "Wonderful Town" it was hard not to confuse Shani Wallis with 
an American girl. 

Frequent trips to America actually started Shani Wallis off as a star 
there as well. She had worked in cabaret in England- had in fact been 
Audrey Hepburn's replacement when she was first "discovered" at Lon
don's Ciro's-but when she made her night club debut it was at the very 
top of the ladder: in the Persian Room of New York's Hotel Plaza. She has 
been at the top ever since-be it in New York or Las Vegas. A Broadway 
musical provided a spot on the Ed Sullivan show. It's been an unbroken 
line of television stardom for Shani Wallis ever since, in specials of her 
own and as eo-star with the likes of Ed Sullivan, Danny Kaye, Dean Mar
tin, Johnny Carson, Garry Moore, Red Skelton and Shelley Berman. Now 
that film stardom, in a roundabout way it reached out from London to 
pluck her out of her new home in Beverly Hills, has come true as well, 
Shani is glad that her experience was as varied as it was. 



MARK LESTER 
Olive?' 

Nine year old Mark Lester was brought 
to the attention of the "Oliver!" pro
ducers by Jack Clayton, the director 
who had been so impressed by him in 
his film, "Our Mother's House." He was 
one of about 2000applicants for the job, 
250 of whom were auditioned by pro
ducer John Woolfand director Sir Carol 
Reed. Mark's particular angel face, 
plus surprising experience for a young
ster, got him the part. The son of an 
actor and an actress, the boy's sister 
(two years younger) also plans to follow 
in the family footsteps. Though only 
eight at the time production on the 
film began, the weight of a multi-million 
dollar film of great diversity resting 
on his frail little shoulders didn't seem 
to interfere with Mark Lester's talent 
or ability to carry on. In fact, work and 
school managed to share his time with 
such other pursuits as boating, swim
ming and football. 



JACK WILD 
The Artful Dotlqer 

Fifteen year old Jack Wild has one of the plum parts of all theater in the 
cocky young man who leads little Oliver on his way through the Lionel 
Bart-Charles Dickens odyssey. It's a role that did wonders for Anthony 
Newley when he was that age and played it in the earlier non-musical film 
of "Oliver Twist." And David Jones of the Monkees scored in it on Broad
way in "Oliver!" of 1963. Wild, with some of the brash diminutive tough
ness of Mickey Rooney or James Cagney playing "Yankee Doodle Dandy," 
was one of the Fagin Boys on the London stage-as was his brother 
Arthur. Time passed, and Jack moved up to the next-important Fagin Boy 
role of Charlie Bates, but not until the film had he grown enough to play 
the role he wanted from the beginning-the Artful Dodger, whose right
ful name (according to Dickens, who should know) is Jack Dawkins. 



HARRY SECOMBE 
Mi'. Bumble 

One of the jovial stars of English life, 
Harry Secombe starred as Pickwick in 
that later musical of a Dickens work. 

But the role of Mr. Bumble in Lionel 
Bart's masterpiece "Oliver!" is the one 
that should make an international by
word of his name. 

As comedian, singer and latterday 
actor, Harry Secombe seems to bridge 

the generation gap by being as big a 
star as the olel-fashioned music-halls 
ever knew, yet at the same time as big 

a star as the most modern of all the 
media, television, enjoys. 

The man with the big voice-often 
paralleled to Mario Lanza's vocal 
prowess - is also a man with a big heart. 
And this quality comes over to audi

ences all over England where they flock 

to Harry's latest, whether it's "London 
Laughs" at the Palladium or the more 
recent musical spectacular "The Four 
Musketeers" at the Drury Lane. 

"Secornbe and Friends" is a durable 
variety series which gets the year's high
est viewer rating each time it makes one 
of its infrequent appearances. Secombe 
and Family, which consists of wife Myra 
and four little Secombes, live in Surrey 
- not far from London. Cricket and pho
tography are two Secombe pastimes and 
novel-writing a sideline. He has pub
lished short stories and articles, and is 

now at work on the novel titled "Twice 
Brightly" a tale of a comic's first week 

in the theater. 



HUGH GRIFFITH 
The lVIi/gist rute 

One of the most familiar and able uf leading character 

actors, Hugh Griffith has been in the forefront both in 
England and Amer ica and on both stage and screen for 
many years. An Academy Award for the best support
ing actor's performance in "Ben Hur" was even topped 
by his unforgettable performance in "Tom Jones," On 

the London stage his triumph in "The Waltz of the 

Toreadors" may have seemed hard to beat but he man
aged it, in Broadway's "Look Homeward , Angel." 

SHEILA WHITE 

Bet 

All good musicals need an ingenue-ifs the suppor t ing 
young girl's role which has meant a springboard to 
stardom for many a star, including Mary Martin and 
Shani Wallis herself. Sheila 'White has the role of 
Shani's sidekick in "Oliver!" and ge ts to share two 
major musical numb ers-which is not bad openers for 
a lovely 20 year old with only a minor film role and 

student acting honor s behind her. 



JOHN WOOLF Produc r 

As head of Romulus Films, John Woolfs prime interest 
is the motion picture, But as an executive of Anglia 
Television u. well, he plays a large part also in his 
.ountry s horn entertainment activity. With his late 
brothel' James..John Woolf started Romulus Film in 
1948. their first film being "Pundora and th Flying 
Dutchman." "Oliver!" is th companys most ambitious 
venture and indeed the most elaborate musical film ever 
undertaken in England. 

"Oliver!'' calls upon th top talents of Hollywood and 
Broadway for the musical comedy aspects of th film. 

Large-scale musicals in previous y ars were unknown to 
British film-makers. Woolf had participated in at least 
two va tly successful international enterprises over th 
years. "The African Queen" with Katharine Hepburn 
an I Humphr y Bogart and" Ioulin Rouge" in which 

.Ios e Ferr r play d Toulouse-Lautrec-c- both films under 
the direction of John Huston, 

Romulu Films produced both "Room at the Top"
and it sequel. "Lif ~ at the Top"-and "The L-Shaped 
Room ," films which gave a new look to British drama. 

SI R CAROL RE E 0 Director 

On screen th legend "Directed by Carol Reed" has now 
been prominent for more than thirty years. Though 

knighted in 1952, Sir arol has never permitted his 
billing to reOe ,t the singular honor paid to no other film 
director. 

Reed's career has evolved in three parts, Before the 
war, he was famous for "Night Train," "The Stars Look 
Down" and "The Young Mr, Pitt." During the war. head 
ing the British Army's film unit, h made the historic 
documentaries, "The True Glory" and "The Way Ahead." 
After the war, h directed a series of suspense ma ter
pieces, among th m "Odd Man Out," "The Fallen Idol" 

and "The Third Man:' He has continued his career with 
such varied films as "Our Man in Havana," "Trapeze," 
"The Key" and "The Agony and the Ecstacy." 

This great versatility of Reed's (he had ven dir ·ted 
some early J ssie Mauhews musicals), plus th unusual 

sensitivity with children he had displayed in "The 
Fallen Idol" and other films, made him the ideal choice 
to direct "Oliver!" 



ONNA WHITE Choreographer 

Onna White belongs to that handful of top stage and film 
musical choreographers whose credentials read like an 
anthology of smash hits. She started out as a ballet 
dancer in San Francisco but when she went to New York 
she became assistant to choreographer Michael Kidd. 
With him, she was in on the creation of two legendary 
hits, "Finians Rainbow" and "Guys and Dolls," both on 
Broadway and in London. Her first show 'on her own 
was the unforgettable "The Music Man." Since then she 
has created the memorable stage dances for "Irrna La 
Douce," "Half a Sixpence," "Take Me Along," "Illya 
Darling" and the long-run smash, "Mame." On the screen, 
she did "Bye Bye Birdie" with music director John 
Green. They are reunited on "Oliver!" 

Miss White had two particular problems on "Oliver!" 
She had to work with stars who were non-dancers and 
she had to train 70 small children to dance in unison. The 
first problem she had solved before when she made 
amazingly agile dancers out of stars such as Robert 
Preston, Angela Lansbury, Tommy Steele and Melina 
Mercouri. She succeeded with the children, too, and the 
seemingly effortless results can be seen in the "Food , 
Glorious Food" number. 

J 0 H N G R EEN Supervisor, A rranqer and Conductor 

John Green holds four Academy Awards-out of a 
dozen nominations - as testimony to his formidable skill 
as a music director. New York-born, Green was edu
cated at Harvard and emerged with a degree in eco
nomics. A flair for song-writing was to produce such 
perennial song hits as "Body and Soul," "I Cover the 
Waterfront," "Out of Nowhere" and "Coquette." He 
orch estrated the early musical films of the Marx 
Brothers and Maurice Chevalier. In the era of the big 
dance bands he led his own orchestra, with himself as 
solo pianist. William Paley paged him to head the music 
division of fast-growing CBS radio . And he conducted 
the orchestra for Broadway musicals, many by .his 
friend Richard Rodgers. 

Green headed the MGM music department during the 
heyday of Fred Astaire, Gene Kelly, Judy Garland and 
Mario Lanza. He won Oscars for "West Side Story," 
"Easter Parade" and "An American in Paris." For 18 
years he directed the Academy Award orchestra on 
Oscar night. 

In the classical field, he has guest-conducted the 
nation's leading symphony orchestras, has long been 
commentator-conductor of Symphonies for Youth of the 
Los Angeles Philharmonic and has conducted 20 seasons 
at the Hollywood Bowl. 



OSWALD MORRIS Direct or of Photography The cinemat
ographer of "Oliver!" is one of the young legends of his craft. He 
has worked for Romulus Films on "Moulin Rouge" and for Columbia 
Pictures most recently on "The Taming of the Shrew." He has been 
acclaimed for the brilliance of his color films ("Moulin Rouge" won 
an Academy Award nomination) as well as for his black-and-white 
films (Sidney Lumet's "The Hill" won him a British Academy 
Award). But of necessity his experience is varied: "Oliver!" is his 
fortieth motion picture. He is also the one connecting link with 
"Oliver Twist" itself in that he was camera operator of the straight 
dramatic film of twenty years ago, ten years before Lionel Bart set 
it to music for the stage "Oliver! " 

JOHN BOX Production Designer A trained architect, John Box sets out to realize in physical terms what the 
writers, the actors, the film-makers will conceive emotionally. Box achieved this impressively in "Lawrence of 
Arabia," "Doctor Zhivago," "A Man for All Seasons," and now "Oliver!" Desert heat of Arabia, snowy plains of 
Russia , the Thames-side confrontation of royalty and conscience, the world of Dickens' 19th century England set to 
dancing-each of these singu lar challenges have produced from John Box an initial image, a construction, a final 
vision. Box builds his film "worlds" on the firmest of foundations, so that the "Oliver!" structures were designed not 
only to be beautiful and properly atmospheric, but to accommodate in safety and with ease the mass movement of 
the hundreds of players who peopled them. They turned out to be the largest sets ever constructed in England. 
"Lawrence of Arabia" and "Doctor Zhivago" both brought John Box the foremost recognition for his craft-the 
Academy Award. 
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